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Design your own knitted Sampler Afghan! Simply select any twenty of the sixty patterns featured

here and start knitting. Not only will you create an heirloom design -- you'll increase your knitting

know-how with every square you complete.
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THIS BOOK IS REALLY GOOD..A GREAT WAY TO LEARN LOTS OF NEW PATTERNS AND

STITCHES WITHOUT GETTING REALLY BORED. IT HAS BEAUTIFUL PICTURES OF EACH

PATTERN AND EACH HAS VERY WELL WRITTEN DIRECTIONS THAT ARE EASY TO

FOLLOW.

60 Easy-to-knit pattern Stitches afghan is really easy and you learn a lot by doing it.you will learn

different techniques and new stitches that you will be able to practice by doing the afghan

squares.Put four squares together and you have a big pillow, put 12 ( 2 wide and 6 long ) and you

have a stole or 3 wide by 4 long with baby yarn and you have a beautiful blanket or 4 wide by 6 long

and you have a afghan for you . . .a lot of possibilityVery good, yes I recommande it.Francoise Y.

BeauchampBois-des-Filion, Quebec, Canada

This is actually the first pattern book I bought after taking a beginners knitting class. I have not

actually done the afghan, but I have used this quite a bit in finding interesting patterns for scarves,

hats, and various other beginner level projects, to turn out things that do not reveal how new I was



to knitting. I would say I've probably tried out at least half of the stitches included in the book. While

they are laid out for making squares, the majority of the stitches can be applied to a wide variety of

uses as they can be scaled up or down for the size of your project.If you had a good intro to knitting

class that explained what the acronyms actually mean in stitching and are looking to branch out a bit

and learn some decorative and nice designs this is a good option. If all you learned was just knit and

purl and do not know what a YO (yarn over) is than you may find this more advanced. There are

also some nice cable stitch varieties for when you are starting out to learn how to cable. (And yes its

actually quite simple)It has decent sized color pictures of all designs included.

This is a perfect book for those who like to knit squares and then sew them into an afghan. That's

really not my thing, but there are beautiful stitches in this book and perhaps someone like myself,

could just knit them together as sewing them together is too overwhelming for me. So, although this

wasn't the book for me exactly, I think there are many knitters out there who would be more than

pleased with this book.

This is the best knitting book I have. There are so many options for making afghans and the best

thing is knitting squares instead of one solid piece. That way if you make a mistake, you only have

to deal with tearing out a small piece of the work instead of the whole thing.

Made several afghans using different squares from this leaflet. If you are starting to knit, it is a great

way to learn new stitches. As a twist to the final afghan, I line some of the squares sideways just to

give it a little pizzazz....try it!

I've done one of these sampler afghans before only in 3 different colors and it was beautiful. This

one has three different arrangements of patterns and squares so there are actually 3 afghans that

can be made using this book and not just one. It also has a place where you can design your own.

It's beautiful.

Had a print copy of this back in the 70's and made an afghan with a bunch of the squares. still have

the afghan in the trunk of the car. Now that a blind friend wants me to help her with some of the

terms I bought the digital copy as I can follow along to see where she's confused.Lots to learn from

this sampler book, instructions are not hard to follow. No pictures in the digital copy of each square
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